THIS WEEKS FORMAT
TAKING REGULAR DELOAD WEEKS GIVES YOUR BODY A
CHANCE TO CLEAN UP THE VARIOUS TYPES OF RESIDUAL
STRESS THAT ACCUMULATE OVER WEEKS OF HARD
TRAINING. THINK OF IT AS AN INSURANCE POLICY OF
SORTS AGAINST INJURY AND OVERREACHING.

Monday

Lower Body Stretch,
Strengthen & Recovery

Tuesday

Upper Body Release, Core &
Cardio

Normal Schedule

Wednesday

Total Body Strength

515, 630, 830, 945

Thursday

Your Typical AshKickin

830

Friday

Tension with Hensgen

830, 945

Saturday

Normal Saturday Format

Normal Schedule

830

DELOADING WEEK &
WHY IT'S IMPORTANT
How to Eat While Deloading
If you're in a caloric deific, then
maintaining that deficit is still
an option. However, if you also
need to take a break from this,
then eating at maintenance
calories is a good idea.

If you don't have a clue what your caloric
deficit would be or maintenance then join
me for my 12 Week Body Transformation
Challenge.

Lack of Motivation to
Train
Another sign of needing to
deload is motivation and
willpower to workout. If you're
normally a disciplined person
with your training but are
starting to skip multiple
sessions or find yourself in a
funk that you can't get out of,
then you need a break.

It's normal to have days off where we don't
want to get out of bed or really can't be
bothered for a workout, but if it's happening
over an extended period of time and you
can't seem to snap out of it, you're training
too much without properly recovering.

WHO WOULD BENEFIT
FROM A DELOAD?
Signs that you could use a deload?
- You are struggling to lift the same weights as usual.
- You are constantly sore.
- Struggling to sleep.
- Moodiness

Soreness is common,
however you shouldn't be
constantly sore all the time. If
your joints are aching, your
muscles are burning and no
amount of foam rolling, active
recovery days or massages
are helping, then you need to
deload.
If you haven't been properly recovering and have
nagging injuries and soreness, the smartest thing
you can do it back off from the weight and reduce
the load of weights and focus on recovery.

- Lack of motivation to train.
If you are in a great program with a trainer who knows what you are
doing, then they should schedule deload time at the end of a training
block.
Since I cannot shut the gym down every 6-8 weeks, it is my
responsibility to train you accordingly and incorporate deload weeks.
I have done this throughout the entire time we've been open but
never shared when or why.

NOVEMBER 2021

Soreness

COMING SOON!

12 WEEK BODY TRANSFORMATION
CHALLENGE
Nutrition is a serious issue!!

ACCOUNTABILITY & CONSISTENCY IS THE
BIGGEST THING THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE
NEED & WANT!
That's why I am going to be working with a handful of women to
help them get the coaching they need to finally receive the
results they want!!
When you join my 12 Week Body Transformation Challenge
you will receive my personal coaching each week +
Monthly Consultation, Nutritional Plan & Program with
Ashley.
Bi-Weekly Check-In
Personal App to record, log, celebrate and be reminded of
daily habits.
Weekly Coaching for You to Stay Accountable, Learn and
Win Big

INTRODUCTORY WEEK:
JANUARY 3-8
PROGRAM RUNS 1.10 - 4.2
JUST IN TIME FOR SPRING BREAK

